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GoBoat Base +45 40 26 14 64
Use for questions or extending the trip.

Prohibited area
It is prohibited to sail in areas marked in
red because of shallow water or the 
areas being restricted for our boats. 

No stopping 
Out of respect for our neighbours,
it is prohibited to stop in areas marked
with this sign.

Shallow water!
The yellow buoys indicate shallow
water. Please keep a distance!

Direction buoys!
Have the green buoys on the right 
side of the boat in the sailing direction 
towards Sydhavnen. Going away from 
Sydhavnen towards Islands Brygge the 
green buoys need to be on the left side 
of the boat in the sailng direction.

Quiet zone
We kindly ask you to keep the noise
level to a minimum in the quiet zone.

One way traffic
The arrows mark the direction of the
traffic in the canals. It is prohibited and
dangerous to sail against the traffic.

Traffic lights
Do not sail through the canal when 
faced with a red light. Position the boat
at the indicated side and wait for yellow
light.

Toilet
Use the designated toilet spots marked 
on the map. Do not use the harbour or 
its surroundings as a toilet. Please show 
respect to our neighbours.

Harbour rules

See the map online
Scan the QR code for maps
in different languages.

Sightseeing

Blox
Culture center - a magnet for urban life,
architecture, design and new ideas.  

Amalienborg 
Amalienborg is the main residence
of the Danish Royal Family.

The Opera
The Royal Opera opened in 2005.

Christiania
Freetown & autonomous
neighbourhood located in a green
area with calm canals.

Kalvebod Bølge
Recreational area that adds life to
an area which historically was quiet.
Urban Aquaculture grows oysters here.

Christiansborg
The Danish Parliament.

Sluseholmen
Canal town with streets named after
famous musicians who have played in
Copenhagen. Please do not sail in the
red marked areas.

No swimming from the boat 
You are not allowed to jump off the
boat for swimming etc. 

Emergency phone no.
+45 93 63 19 84
Use only in emergencies and
boat problems


